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Editorial
Dear APPI members,

Welcome to the Spring 2021 edition of The APPI
e-Journal.

For more than a year we have been experiencing a
reality that was once only thought of as fiction. But
reality exceeds fiction and so the pandemic has come
and most of us had to adapt to synchronous and
asynchronous teaching according to the transmission
ratio Covid-19 numbers.

The DGE has created the site:

https://apoioescolas.dge.mec.pt to support schools
in this overwhelming situation teachers are facing
and asked APPI to share useful links so that they
may access free educational resources swiftly.

Having this awkward situation in mind, Nicolas Hurst,
Carlos Lindade, and Natércia Oliveira enhance the
benefits of resorting to a wide range of platforms
and apps choosing the ones that best suit you, Zoom,
WhatsApp, Instagram, Flipgrid. So many available,
you just need to make up your own mind.

According to Sandra Rodrigues, either remote or
face-to-face teaching, it is crucial to ‘Maslow before
we Bloom’ as an environment in which students feel
happy and willing to learn.

As learning, teaching and reflecting are hand in hand,
Anabela Gonçalves highlights the valuable 21st
skills to make students able to deal with the quotidian
problems arising in the workplace and find the
best solutions.

A world without beauty would be rather gloomy;
therefore, Elisa Figueiredo tries and succeeds in
instilling the beauty concept in her students’ vision
of the world in the tiniest details they come across
every single day, everywhere around them. And step
by step a better world can be achieved.

And this world needs teachers who consider
inclusion a way to fulfil The story of Fidgety Philip
and ADHD in the classroom. Sandra Luna makes
both teachers and students as well as parents
aware of various issues such as Attention-Deficit/
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) by proposing ideas
and techniques to deal with them.

Andy Sampson conducted a study to find out “which
is most effective for language learning: group classes,
one-to-one tuition, or online self-study”. After
analysing the results he features the advantages of
each one, suggesting practical ideas to help teachers
and learners making the most of it.

Samir Omar explains how to make use of CLIL and
enhances its benefits.

Neil Mason clarifies some differences between
Mentoring and Coaching and highlights the value
of the former in teaching and learning.

There is a variety of topics we hope are relevant to
your practice. We would much appreciate it if you
could share an article for a future edition.

Please, get in touch at ejournal.appi@gmail.com

Judite Fiúza & Neil Mason

The views expressed in the APPI e-Journal are
the contributors’ own, and not necessarily
those of the Editors or the Publisher.

mailto:
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Teaching English
through the Looking Glass
by Nicolas Hurst

English teachers and their students
were suddenly removed from their
usual habitat when public health
restrictions were imposed in the
spring of 2020. Most of us had had
little previous experience of working
exclusively through a learning
platform. By sharing experiences
and ideaswecan feelmore confident
about our new way of working.

A. Introduction

When Alice decided to revisit
‘Wonderland’ she climbed through
amirror (a looking glass) into a land
where everything was reversed, a
reflected version of her own world.
This briefest of summaries of Lewis
Carrol's 1871masterpiece is anunlikely
but aptmetaphor for the experience
many English teaching professionals
went through in 2020. This waswhen
we were told to move into an elec-
tronically mediated, online teaching
environment in which the whole
teaching-learning process passed
through the filter of a computer
screen.

Without wishing to get too fixated
on terminology (always a danger in
the ELTworld!!!) perhaps the bestway
to define what happened then is
‘emergency remote teaching’. To
speak of ‘online teaching’ is to invoke
an entirely different concept, where
fundamental matters related to, for
example, curriculumdesign (including
intended learning outcomes),
teaching activities and materials
and assessment procedureswould all
be pre-defined and constructively
aligned. But for simplicity’s sake, here
we can talk about ‘online teaching’.

Our approach to the changes enacted
by moving to teaching ‘English
through the Looking Glass’ should
logically first contemplate the purely
technologically derived implications
before moving on to consider the
resultant, more methodological
aspects. The suggestions which
follow below stem frommypersonal
experience working through ‘Zoom’,
from additional reading and, more
specifically, from brainstorming
sessions with the following student
teachers from FLUP: Beatriz Amaral,
Dália Ribeiro, Inês Sousa e Silva,
Maria Beatriz Marques da Silva,
Maria Francisca Torres, andSaraCosta.

B. Platform prompted
suggestions

Seek out software, websites, Apps,
etc. that can help construct a more
varied learning experience than that
provided by the school's choice of a
platformalone. Boost your owndigital
competences as much as possible.

Accept that therewillbe techproblems.
Your Plan B shouldmake use of an
alternative that allows the learners
to keep working, e.g. Facebook,
WhatsApp, etc.
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Have a ‘Drive’ location ready and
always available, e.g. for links to
videos you want to use but the
learners are having trouble with
because of theirWi-Fi or bandwidth
or similar.

Make frequent use of any ‘chat’
function available to post the
lesson summary, to check on
individual learners, to deal with
doubts, to provide frequent,
learner-specific feedback, etc.

Treat the synchronous and asyn-
chronous components as equally
important parts of a single learning
event. Always give feedback on
asynchronous work.

Be explicit about the tech functions
to be used; say when youwant them
tomute/unmute, camera on/camera
off, tell learners to use the 'hands
up' function to show they have
finished the task/group work, etc.

Get external resources, such as from
‘Escola Virtual’, open and ready to
be clicked on before the lesson starts
as some features/functions may be
more difficult to locate and slow to
load.

Move towards more frequent use of
multi-modal, tech-based teaching
materials that deal with the priority
content and skills in a simple, direct,
interactive manner; forget about
old-style worksheets.

C. Methodological challenges and
changes

Get the focus off the teacher by
providingmultiple learning activities
that require cooperation and
collaboration among the learners;
online should also mean ‘inclusive’.

Reinforce the social side of the
learning group, make use of
existing dynamics AND create new
dynamics through use of platform
functions like random creation of
pairs/groups in breakout rooms, etc.

Try to avoid increasing teacher
talking time (TTT), resist the pressure
that may result frommore silence
on the part of the learners.

Take care with other aspects of
‘teacher talk’ suchasaskingquestions;
there should be more open-ended,
non-display questions, more
opportunities for personalisation.

Some of the familiar teaching
frameworks/sequences still work
online; for example, Think-Pair-
Share or the Before-During-After
task cycle or even PPP. We can still
use our ‘best practice’, it just might
look a bit different.

Manage time even more precisely;
the time needed to accomplish a
task may increase because of tech
demands (set-up breakout rooms,
open new windows, share screens,

etc.) but this should not increase
‘downtime’ or compromise the
rhythm of the lesson.

Focus more on the productive skills
and integrate all skills and media
tomaximise opportunities for learners
to express their ideas/opinions, etc.
We aim to give our learners both a
choice and a voice.

Checking for understanding/
learning has to be even more
focussed on learner production;
the usual paralinguistic/behavioural
clues we witness in the ‘normal’
classroom have been lost.

Learnerparticipationmustbeexplicitly
prompted; there is a sense of detach-
ment in an online lesson that can
result in fewer and less immediate
responses from learners.

Instructions/setting up activities
need to be multi-modal: verbal/
spoken (by you) and visual/written
(on-screen). Dual coding increases
comprehension levels.

Tasks/activities should be modelled
on-screen, provide a set of topics that
constitutes a framework/reference
for action.

Move away from ‘traditional’
summative testing towards a more
formative, task-or assignment-
based style of assessment, collecting
evidence of learning both inside and
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outside lesson time; e.g. through the
use of learning journals, portfolios, etc.

D. Concluding remarks

There can be no doubt that we have
been faced with new, varied, and
multiple challenges in responding
to the demands of a non-face-to-
face teaching environment.

Perhaps the biggest challenge has
been tomaintain the learners’ interest
and levels of motivation, both at the
‘micro’ level within each task, within
each lesson but also at the ‘macro’
level as the weeks andmonths have
passed. Here, we have just scratched
the surface of this issue but there
aremany practical, online resources
available toassist us (not leastYouTube
tutorials) as well more academic,
research-based articles/books that
can help to provide us with the
theoretical foundation to thedecisions
we have had tomake in recent times.

E. Some references to check out

i) The Oxford guide to teaching
young learners online. Available at:

https://elt.oup.com/teachersclub/
courses/younglearners

You need to register and provide an
email address.

ii) The British Council’s publication
on “Remote teaching tips”.
Available at: https://
www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
article/remote-teaching-tips

iii) Hockly, N. & Cranfield, L. (2010).
Teaching Online. Tools and
techniques, options, and
opportunities. Delta Publications.

iv) Pardede, P. (2012). Blended
learning for ELT. Journal of English
Teaching, 2 (3), 165-178.

v) YouTube resources:

a) Flipped classroom tutorials

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC_Mv2BsvWR03-s7S5CrNm3w

b) New EdTech Classroom

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCd6vizTYlSgpR6zJ8j5KiyA

Nicolas Hurst. (APPI-B-1415). Nicolas is an Assistant Professor of English Studies at FLUP.
Teacher of English, ELT methodology, and materials design. Numerous articles published in
Portugal and abroad. Regular speaker at local and international conferences. ELT coursebook
consultant. Ph.D. in Anglo-American Studies.

The student teachers mentioned in
thearticle areall second-year students,
taking a Masters in the teaching of
English at the Faculty of Arts and
Humanities of PortoUniversity (FLUP).
As always, their collaboration in
the sharing and construction of
knowledge is immensely valuable
to all the ELT professionals involved
in the course.

https://elt.oup.com/teachersclub/courses/younglearners
https://elt.oup.com/teachersclub/courses/younglearners
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/remote-teaching-tips
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/remote-teaching-tips
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/remote-teaching-tips
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Mv2BsvWR03-s7S5CrNm3w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_Mv2BsvWR03-s7S5CrNm3w
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd6vizTYlSgpR6zJ8j5KiyA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd6vizTYlSgpR6zJ8j5KiyA
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Using Instagram to
Maximise Learning

CARLOS LINDADE



Instagram is easily
oneof themost popular apps
among teenagers today. As of

January 2021, there are approximately
855million active Instagramusers and the

projected number of Instagrammers suggests
that the appwill reach 988million users in

2023 (Instagram users worldwide 2023, 2021).
In my ongoing series, I have suggested

WhatsApp and TikTok asmediums to engage
learners andmaximise learning scenarios in and
out of the classroom. This article will provide
some light on how Instagram can be used
as an effective tool to improve overall
language skills and bring the 4Cs

of 21st Century Education
to life.

Carlos Lindade is a Portuguese
Canadian freelance teacher involved
in teacher training and writing course
material for Portuguese EFL students
(U Dare 9, 2015; Stars 4, 2016).
He is currently finishing his Ph.D.
in Advanced English Studies at
the University of Vigo (Spain).
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English activities remains a significant challenge that
learners face in language learning, and passiveness in the
classroom encourages students to avoid speaking in class.
Teachers can help students overcome lack of confidence
by equipping themwithmore skills and Instagram can be
utilised topromoteandstrengthentheseskills.Wulandari (2019)
argues that using Instagram helped students employ
self-reflective learning practices, which is in itself a very
important skill. Okada, et al. (2017) argue that students
can create, use, and implement better English language
strategies by utilising such platforms in the context of ELT
promoting risk-takingwhen using different language skills.

When EFL learners have limited speaking opportunities
and require to practise oral skills such as pronunciation,
fluency, and other aspects of spoken language, Instagram
canbridge this gap effectively. Teachersmay post challenges
or extra information on a topic; different posts can easily
provide additional work or context to further understand a
new word, a grammar topic, or the correct pronunciation
of a given word. The "comment" feature allows the English
language learner to interact in an asynchronous and
synchronous environment, which is particularly useful
when teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic. It also
allows students to post responses or complete a required
task and allows teachers to provide valuable feedback. A
successful publication combined with assertive feedback
can improve learning and the student’s overall confidence.

Within this context, students can work individually or
collaboratively with a partner, a team, or a class on a
specific assignment. He or she can post about the group’s
progress using different means and easily tag learners
and the teacher while using different hashtags. Different
videos featuringnative speakers canbeused as an important
reference to study conversation, fluency, pronunciation,
and other aspects of spoken language. Videos such as
songs, conversations, interviews, movie clips, and others
can be used for listening activities or prompts for speaking
activities or grammar-centred lessons.

Possible Instagram ideas to augment
English lessons
The following suggestions are simply that… suggestions!
They work in both asynchronous and synchronous contexts
and allow you to adjust learning outcomes depending on
the class you are teaching or combine several ideas into a
more complex language task or learning sequence.

If youarealreadyanavid Instagrammer, I strongly recommend
you create a newprofile and keep your personal life separate
from your professional role as an educator. I would also
recommend creating a unique hashtag for your class.

Amongmany, many others these are my current Top 10
suggestions.

1. Ask learners to post a picture about their week/
weekend/holidays. Ask them to talk about it in class
for a specific amount of time.

2. Challenge learners to post a picture of how they are
feeling and have different students explain what that
picture means.

3. Create an ongoing challenge where learners take turns
to post the word, song, film, series (…) of the week.

4. Have learners explain a new grammar topic using
their examples and words.

5. Post a commonmistake your learners make and have
students react by identifying the issue and coming
up with possible solutions.

6. Challenge learners to post a picture that translates an
issue in their community. Work together to come up
with a possible solution.

7. Have learners deliver a summative oral presentation
(this gives learners the unique chance to see themselves
and correct issues such as incorrect body language).

8. Collaboratively post about revisionwork (assign learners
to post on vocabulary, others on grammar, others share
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links where they can access further information on a
given topic…).

9. Bring the pen friends world to Instagram. Have learners
from another school (maybe country) go live with each
other and discuss topics that concern both classes
(eTwinning may be very useful in finding partners for
such a project).

10. Guide learners to take action and campaign for global
issues, or those important in their learning context like
bullying, healthy eating habits, career prospects, etc.

Someof these ideas have the potential of being transformed
into cross-curricular tasks. The sky truly is the limit!

Instagram profiles worth following:
The following suggestions are dedicated to different
language skills and worth following to gather ideas to
later suggest to learners. There are many, many others.

Institutional accounts:

https://www.instagram.com/bbclearningenglish

https://www.instagram.com/cambridgeenglish

https://www.instagram.com/ewa.english

Private accounts:
https://www.instagram.com/english_grammar_vocabulary__

https://www.instagram.com/idiom.land

https://www.instagram.com/tofluency

https://www.instagram.com/1taskaday

https://www.instagram.com/slangcards

https://www.instagram.com/bbclearningenglish
https://www.instagram.com/bbclearningenglish
https://www.instagram.com/ewa.english
https://www.instagram.com/english_grammar_vocabulary__
https://www.instagram.com/idiom.land
https://www.instagram.com/tofluency
https://www.instagram.com/tofluency
https://www.instagram.com/slangcards


Making reading and
speaking in English
fun. NATÉRCIA OLIVEIRA
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Howare you during online classes evaluating reading
andoral presentations? Is it easy for you to understand
all your students? What do you do if a student is
missing or the Internet connection is bad? Have you
ever thought you could use a platform tomake this
easier for you and your students? Flipgrid changed
the way I evaluate my students’ reading and their
oral presentations in online classes.

I came across a big dilemmaduring the first confine-
ment because of Covid-19 namely: How to evaluate
students’ reading and speaking skills? How could

Making reading and speaking
in English fun. NATÉRCIA OLIVEIRA

I transform something that some of my teenage
students hated to do in front of their classmates
into something unique and worthy of special
consideration?

Well, the answer to all my questions appeared
during a training initiative called: “21st Century Skills
in the English as Foreign Language Classroom” —
FLIPGRID.

What is Flipgrid?

Why should students use it for their reading and
speaking assessments? How could teachers use it
in their English classes? I had so many doubts but
at the same time I was eager to use this platform
in my online classes.

I made my first attempt during the second term
oncemy students had to read a short story. Flipgrid
was very well accepted bymy students and I noticed
that they knew how to work with this platform right
away. Teachers can set assignments that students
will have to “hand in” keeping a deadline.

At present I have students using Flipgrid in French,
Portuguese and English classes. I’ve been helping

Flipgrid — the perfect platform for language teachers and students.

“Flipgrid is Microsoft's video discussion platform for educators, learners, and families! Engage and
empower every voice in your classroom or at home by recording and sharing short, awesome videos.”

Flipgrid | Empower Every Voice [https://info.flipgrid.com]

https://info.flipgrid.com
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other teachers with this platform showing
them how they can connect Flipgrid with
Microsoft Teams. It is really simple.

All you need to do is to take the usual steps as
with any other platform.

Steps to take with Flipgrid:

First set up your free educator account at
Flipgrid.com. Then create a Topic for your class.
A Topic is a discussion prompt for your
students. Your students respond to your Topic
with a short video. Later your students can
watch and comment on videos from peers,
with you as the educator in complete control.

Step 1: Create a Topic
Topics start the conversation in Flipgrid. Just
write a prompt and include anything you
would like your students to review prior to
responding, such as videos and links.

Step 2: Set Access and Share
After creating your Topic, choose how learners
will access it. If they have email addresses, add
the domain (everything after the @ symbol in
their email address). If your learners do not
have email addresses, create usernames for
each learner.

Step 3: Learners Respond
After entering your Join Code, learners gain
access by logging in via email or username.

So, if you are willing to try this platform in your
classes and you need some help you can contact
me through my email:
natercioliveira@aemariofonseca.pt

During the second term I askedmy students to
fill in a survey about this platform. Here is some
feedback on their behalf:

"The Flipgrid app is a good assessment method
for both teachers and students. In addition, it is
accessible and easy to use." Bruna S., 11th grade

"The Flipgrid app is a good application for pre-
senting and doing the assignmentswe are asked
to do, plus we can customize our presentation
with different backgrounds and effects of our
choice." Gonçalo R., 11th grade

"I think Flipgrid is a very well accomplished
app. It has several tools that help us make our
assessments more interesting." Letícia P., 11th
grade

"I love working with Flipgrid as I find it a very
practical and simple tool to work with, and in
addition, it offers a wide range of options that
we can use to make our presentations more
enjoyable and dynamic.”Mafalda N., 11th grade.

“I think Flipgrid is very good, because we can
personalize our videos and make them a lot
more fun and interesting. It's a great way to
make recording videos more fun and even a
good way to learn.” Beatriz M., 8th grade.

"Yes, I want to continue using Flipgrid, given that
as quoted above this is an amazing tool that
allows us tomake our presentations dynamic and
different, and for shy people like me being able
to have an application to recordmypresentations
or reading assessments is great."Mafalda N.,
11th grade.

mailto:natercioliveira@aemariofonseca.pt
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"Yes, becauseweare alreadyusedandaccustomed
to using it and besides it is an easy app to make
the video of the oral presentation, and we have
neither noise nor colleagues or teachers focusing
on your evaluation and itmakes us have a greater
concentration towards our work in question."
Gonçalo R., 11th grade

“Yes, in our English classes, I want to continue
using FLIPGRID, because it is a great working
tool for us students, and I think it is also for teachers
since they do not need to use so many lessons,
whether for reading or oral evaluations. In addition
to this, it is a toolwith several procedures, whether
in terms of backgrounds, annotations, or even
cutting or adding something to the video, which
gives it an advantageous and dynamic feature.”
Beatriz P., 11th grade

"The Flipgrid app is a good assessment method
for both teachers and students. In addition, it is
accessible and easy to use."
Bruna S., 11th grade

To sum up, Flipgrid is a tool that allows students
to develop their oral and written skills, giving
them freedom of editing (evoking also partly
the students' creativity), developing, thereby,
a collaborative process based on oral or written
comments (feedback—eminently qualitative and
descriptive in order to help students) between
the student and the teacher, as well as among
the students themselves (dependingon the year

they are in). This collaborative process has a positive
impact on students' learning as it provides students
with the information they need to understandwhere
they are andwhat they need to do next. On the other
hand, in the motivational f ield, it develops the
feeling of control over their own learning process,
giving them the chance of effective self-regulation.
Consequently, the degree of student involvement
increases through the whole process.

Natércia Oliveira, APPI member B-3204, was born in
Ludwigsburg – Germany but works and lives in the North
of Portugal. She has been teaching English and German
for 25 years at different state schools.

Currently in Agrupamento de Escolas Dr. Mário Fonseca,
in Lousada. She holds a degree in Teaching English and
German from the Universidade do Minho.

Her latest passion involves teaching
Foreign Languages using different
applications and even Escape
Rooms. She has many years’
experience as a freelance
translator.

https://info.flipgrid.com/


Maslow before
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SANDRA RODRIGUES
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Maslow before we Bloom, what does it mean?

Students have to Maslow before they can Bloom.
This popular quote in education brings the idea that
we, educators, should meet our students’ basic
needs for safety and belonging before academic
learning can be fully considered and embraced.

(Yeah, ok, that sounds simple and obvious but is it
really possible? Are we talking about the same
Bloom? Are we talking about Bloom taxonomy?)

What are the characteristics of the Bloom
taxonomy?

Bloom's taxonomy is a hierarchical organisational
structure of educational objectives. It was the
result of the work of multidisciplinary specialists
from several US universities in the 1950s, led by
Benjamin S. Bloom (1913-1999).

The classification proposed by Bloom divided the
possibilities of learning into three major domains:
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor. Each of

Students have to Maslow before they can Bloom. What are the characteristics of the Bloom taxonomy?
What does it have to do with Maslow's hierarchy of needs? What do they have to do with our English
classes? Here I share some ideas that may help you make belonging and love a priority in your practice.

Maslow before we Bloom:
make belonging and love
a priority in your practice SANDRA RODRIGUES

these domains has several levels of depth of learning.
That is why Bloom's classification is called hierarchy: each
level ismorecomplexandmorespecific than thepreviousone.

(Ok, it is the same Bloom, the same taxonomy, what about
Maslow?)

https://courses.dcs.wisc.edu/design-teaching/PlanDesign_Fall2016/2-Online-Course-Design/2_Learning-Objectives-Alignment/6_objectives_blooms-taxonomy.html
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Maslow's hierarchy of needs

The Maslow Pyramid, also called Maslow's
hierarchy of needs, is a concept also created in
the 1950sby theAmericanpsychologistAbrahamH.
Maslow (1908-1970). Its objective is to determine the
set of conditions necessary for an individual to
achieve satisfaction, be it personal or professional.
Hence, how a person develops through Maslow’s
hierarchydirectly impacts their capacity andattention
toward academic and social-emotional learning.

(Nice, but, what does it have to dowithmy classes?
What does it have to do with the curriculum inmy
school? I guess this is not thepriority at themoment).

What is the priority in our schools?

Aristotle (382-322 BC) used to say that “there is
nothing in the intellect that was not before in the
senses”. In agreementwithAristotle, neuroscience
research also shows us the benef its that a
stimulus-rich learning environment can bring
to our brain. Furthermore, each year we discover
the importance of looking for different ways to
teach the same content. We know, for example,
that by incorporating the five senses into our

lesson planning, we can stimulate learning
by making several areas of our brain work
simultaneously. Thus, themoresensesareexplored,
the greater the chance that new information
will be stored in our long-termmemory.

However, how often do we consider the
importance and benefits of multi-sensory
learning inour classes?Howoftendowecombine
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Classroom x Learning Spaces

Schools all over theworld are adapting their spaces and embracing
outdoor education. Some schools do not even have classrooms
anymore. They have learning spaces. When you come back to
your school, you will probably have to teach in different places.
Allow yourself some time to be alone in this space. Then call
your colleagues, discuss together the new possibilities. Some
teachers tend to go outdoors with their students and give the
same class as they were in the classroom. Remember, the
environment is also an educator.

(Deal! I’ll investigate the environment with my peers. But what
should I do with my students?)

"Just let them be themselves”
According to the poem “The Hundred Languages of
Children”, kids (no matter their age) have a hundred
languages.We, teachers, alsohaveahundred languages.
A hundred ways of thinking, of playing, of speaking.
Arewe aware of our students’ languages? Arewe aware
of our own languages? Piaget used to say that play
is the work of children. Well, we know that in some
schools the “playtime” is getting shorter and shorter
every year. However, if we want to put Maslow before
Bloom, if we really want to put love and belonging
into practice while considering a hundred languages
of our students, do not open your coursebooks
and do not worry about the curriculum or Bloom
taxonomy yet.

Let your students play! Let them bloom! Just let them
be themselves!
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This article aims at enhancing the importance of teaching 21st century
skills as a means to empower and prepare today’s students for
tomorrow’s workplace, embracing them as active and thriving
prosumers. It focusses on the prime role of teachers in decon-
structing themselves and the classroom environment, and, first
and foremost, fuelling their artistry to do it all.

____________________________________
WHEN 21ST CENTURY SKILLS COME TO MY MIND, I CAN’T REALLY SAY WHY,
but I do think about how long it will take us to embed them into
our thinking and way of working. Empowering learners equals
redefining teachers’ role(s) — guiders, facilitators, innovators,
entrepreneurs, motivators, illuminators, catalysts— and schooling,
as dynamic as the world, seems daunting and ‘mission impossible’.
Bombarded with so many tasks at school, so much info to grasp,
somanyeducational trends andapps to keepupwith,methodologies,
bureaucracy, curricula to work, Laboratórios de Aprendizagem and
Salas do Futuro to deal with, not seldom on some kind of zombie
autopilot mode, thinking clear and critically seems a luxury a
teacher cannot afford.
Today’s world, better still, today’s marketplace, is demanding
more from its labour force and demand always increases the
supply, which has, undoubtedly, to set up to the plate. So, there
you have it — students, future employees or employers — have
to be better equipped to rise to the challenge with learning skills,
literacy skills, and life skills. That’s a huge toolkit to have under
one’s belt: critical thinking; creativity; collaboration and adaptability;
communication; information, media and technology literacy;
flexibility; leadership; initiative; productivity; social skills; cultural
awareness and civic engagement; accountability; productivity...
intertwined with core subjects, 21st century themes, and systems.

The Taming of the Shrew
Reflection on 21st Century Skills and Critical Thinking

ANABELA GONÇALVES Teachers are at the forefront of a new brave world full of
opportunities to be grasped and fiends to be tamed. But how
can they do it all? They so very often hit walls, engineered by
galvanised, persistent, and sometimes, meddling parents, sorely
inadequate curricula, and sceptical school boards that seem to
be stuck between two colliding worlds: success in national exams
(with a consequently comfortable position in national rankings)
and the mandatory implementation of Aprendizagens Essenciais
and Perfil dos Alunos. It’s a swirl that makes us brood over why and
what we are doing. One thing is certain and common ground for
all — the world is changing so fast that adjustment is mandatory.
And students have a word (many words, in fact) to say about
this, they do want to be engaged. And the sooner, the better.

Empowering students equals loosening teacher’s control: running
dictations, questions on the walls, brainstorming, reading compre-
hension and writing activities, jigsaws, debates are the new
oldies now tweaked into more challenging and student-centred
activities. Let students choose texts for their opponents; divide
your online class with breakout rooms or Wheeldecide and let
them organise vocabulary or information in a collaborative
digital mind map (use Popplet or MindMeister, for example);
allow them to read or do research on a favourite topic and start
off with a KWL Chart; grab their attention with riddles, rhymes
or limericks to be worked out in groups; let them roleplay (my
students love being given roles and also creating their own to
debate hot topics); make them work in a collectively authored
text (my students in a professional course were super excited
when they wrote “This is… Us”, “This is… Home” to participate in a
school exchange project); fuel their individuality, inventiveness,
and autonomy with reading roadmaps and e-portfolios; spur
interactive and collaborative writing skills using wikis; allow them
to surprise and be surprised with demented stories (younger
students love story cubes to do that).

https://wheeldecide.com/
https://app.popplet.com/?poppet-name=technology+mindmap#/p/6336917
https://view.genial.ly/5f61d5f379626a0d71285c70/horizontal-infographic-review-kwl-chart-coping-with-diversity
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GJLDLO3cZtsPSNnwtayS6Y0m_mim0pKq/view?usp=sharing
https://view.genial.ly/5ef34e427ae2090d97c2c063/presentation-e-portfolio
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/158896002/
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What about us, teachers? We prepare (create scripts, guidelines;
provide graphic organisers; checklists, rubrics —make students
aware of them in the beginning of the activity or even invite them
to give input), guide, support, be ready… backstage. Let students
‘build’ the lesson, grant a bit of chaos, and believe that together
we do it better! 21st century education is all about creating
layers upon layers in learning, not reinventing the wheel. And
that's a very motivating and comforting idea, don’t you think?

Willingness to do something is always the key tohigher achievements.
Teachers and students have tomaster critical thinking and flexibility
as finding solutions to problems is quite often easier if we rely
on others, embrace compromises, and truly believe in the idea
of a “greater good”. Being flexible and humble enough to recognise
our way is not always the best, that we are sometimes wrong
is a continual life experience and learning, both for teachers
and students.

I believe entering today’s school is juggling knowledge, the art
of communication, and, above all, being. Teachers should take

comfort in the idea that Rome wasn’t built in a day, so teaching
21st century skills, regardless of how intricate, paramount and
challenging they might be are not supposed to be taught or
learned in a day too. Focussing on talents rather than on
students’ difficulties; being kind and always looking for the
silver lining (boosting improvement with effective feedback);
planning student-centred lessons, engaging students, and
keeping in mind that the broader and more authentic the
audience, the more motivated students become; assuming that
tech-savvy teachers are not quintessential; perceiving skills as
correlated entities; approaching task-based learning; assessing
students with well-rounded rubrics and persevering, above all,
is, as far as I’m concerned, the road to be taken.

Critical thinking — the art of analysing and evaluating thinking
with a view to improving it — is as important to us as it is to
students. So, every time I sit at my desk designing activities and
whenever I enter my classroom, I wonder... who’s the tamer?
Who’s the shrew?

With a graduation in Modern Languages (English and Portuguese
majors) and a Master’s in Estudos Anglísticos by Faculdade de
Letras, Universidade de Lisboa, Anabela Gonçalves has been
teaching English for the past 25 years. She is currently working
in Alentejo, in Agrupamento de Escolas de Santiago do Cacém
— Escola Secundária de Manuel da Fonseca. She is particularly
interested in issues such as curriculum flexibility, assessment,
collaborative work, and a hands-on approach in the classroom.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yEUYCM-Oo_qXdBm7jSdIV_00sdsXxW3j/view?usp=sharing
https://www.teachervision.com/graphic-organizer/top-10-most-popular-graphic-organizers
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An interdisciplinary project, involving English, Art,
Science, and the collaboration of the school library led
year 7 students to (re)discover the concept of “Beauty”
in the natural environment of the school grounds and
themselves, as human beings and as a part of nature.

“At the magic touch of the beautiful,
the secret chords of our being are awakened,
we vibrate and thrill in response to its call.”

In The book of Tea, Kakuzo Okakura

“What a pity all this building work
at our new school. It looks so ugly!"

That's how it all started. With these words (or other similar
ones, conveying the same meaning) said by students in
year 7 attending the Secondary School of Tondela, which
was then undergoing extensive refurbishment.

It was the beginning of November, when the autumn
colour palette was at its height of beauty, in the school
grounds, everywhere. But the beauty of everyday land-
scapes only becomes visible as long as we are prepared
to appreciate it. Familiarity with the world that surrounds
us – at home, at school – may lead us to become “blind”
to the beauty of small things or everyday landscapes.

Thus, it is important to educate the eye, in order to find
out the happiness arising from this discovery of the
beauty in a reality transfigured by a new, more attentive
and sensitive look.

And the students who left the English classroom in search
of the beautiful autumn landscape, inside the school
grounds, wanted to register this new look in photography.
The Art teacher, Susana Castro, loved this idea and decided
to collaborate in guiding students in their photography
work. Back in the English class, students were asked to
write captions for their photos. This work was posted on
the school library Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/180056806241082/posts/
771596230420467

But this was just the first step for students to become
aware of the analogy of paths and physical patterns among
leaves, trees, flowers, and ourselves, in a research work
guided by the Science teacher, Luís Costa.

Students’ final work was published as an online exhibition
on the “Rede de Bibliotecas de Tondela” website:
http://bit.ly/2N4ioKO

We have an intimate relationship with nature. The word
“human” comes from the Latin word “humus,” meaning
earth or ground. All living beings on planet Earth – humans,
birds, fish, animals, plants – are made up of carbon atoms,
nitrogen, hydrogen, oxygen, and some other elements in
lesser quantities. The human organism is a mirror of Nature
and its Beauty.WEARE NATURE!

We are nature
FINDING BEAUTY. IN THE SCHOOL GROUNDS. IN US.

ELISA FIGUEIREDO

https://www.facebook.com/180056806241082/posts/771596230420467/
https://www.facebook.com/180056806241082/posts/771596230420467/
http://bit.ly/2N4ioKO
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'Let me see if Philip can
Be a little gentleman;
Let me see if he is able

To sit still for once at table:'
Thus Papa bade Phil behave;

And Mamma looked very grave.
But fidgety Phil,
He won't sit still;
He wriggles,
And giggles,

And then, I declare,
Swings backwards and forwards,

And tilts up his chair,
Just like any rocking-horse-
'Philip! I am getting cross!'

[...]
The Story of Fidgety Philip (Hoffman, 1844)

This is how the poem by the poet Heinrich Hoffman begins.
Most of us can name a student or two who could easily be
Philip. It seems so could Hoffman. He wrote a whole book,
Der Struwwelpeter about children misbehaving.
You see, Hoffman knew a lot about misbehaving children.
He was also a child psychiatrist, and this poem was written
back in… 1844.
Themyth that Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
is a “new” (Rodrigues & Lobo Antunes, 2014) thing made up
byparents toexcusebadbehaviourandby thepharmaceutical
industry to sell drugs is, I hope, no longer something most
teachers would believe. We have worked with children
and young people for long enough to know, that even if

sometimes some parents try to excuse students' behaviour
with health conditions, there are some children who really
do display several traits that make it harder for them to
learn a foreign language. Even if we feel they could be high
achievers “if only they focussed”. Over the years I have not
noticed an increase in the number of students who can’t
sit still or can’t seem to pay attention. What I have noticed
is that more and more often it has a name — ADHD.
According to the DSM-5, “Population surveys suggest that
ADHD occurs in most cultures in about 5% of children and
about 2.5% of adults” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013)
and it has three different manifestations: predominantly
inattentive; predominantly hyperactive-impulsive and a
third one which is the combined presentation, meaning a
person displays traits of both previously mentioned types
(“Presentations of ADHD — ADHD Institute,” n.d.).
Knowing what presentation of ADHD our students have is
relevant to understanding how they function and why they
struggle with certain tasks. Seeing that ADHD usually comes
hand in hand with other problems, such as oppositional
defiance disorder, dyslexia, conduct disorders, or anxiety
disorders among others (American Psychiatric Association,
2013), it is easy for them to become frustrated and to have
low self-esteem which in turn may affect their motivation
to learn English. Likewise, it is important to understand that
these children often work twice asmuch to achieve half the
results, which often only makes matters worse.
So, what can be done to help students with ADHD?
One of themost important things is to have a close relation-
ship with the student’s family, if possible. As we know a good
relationship between school and family promotes better

The story of Fidgety Philip
and ADHD in the classroom

SANDRA LUNA
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understanding, guidance, and, hopefully, better outcomes.
Sometimes universal measures can be put into place
as suggested by the Decreto Lei 54/2018 (“Ministério da
Educação”, 2018).
The following are some strategies and suggestions I use
and that you can try with your students:
Classroom Management & Self-regulation:
Have the student sit in a place that is easily accessible to
you so that you can be near themwhen you are presenting
content. This way you can redirect the student’s attention if
needed. Also, it is important to orally checkforunderstanding
of both content and instructions as well as writing down
key points on the board as you go along. As attention span
is often short, be mindful of how long an activity will last
and break it up into smaller tasks if necessary. Don’t allow
students to use their ADHD as an excuse for underachieve-
ment. Reinforce positive behaviour and results while also
giving constructive feedback, specifically telling the student
what needs to be improved and how. Often, students with
ADHD struggle with personal organisation, so why not
encourage them to keep a diary, or even an app such as
School Planner to write down test dates, homework tasks,
projects, etc? Even if they are teenagers you should still
check their notebooks every now and then for organis-
ation and content. Finally, consider giving themmore time
for tasks, exercises, projects, and even tests.
Remember that while you are aware your student needs
your help, teenagers and even younger children can be
very self-conscious, so try your best not to single any
student out.
Class Activities
Instructions
Instructions need to be clear. Even though we’re talking
about 3º ciclo and secundário try to have your
instructions start with the action, i.e. by stating what you
want the student to do. Having keywords underlined or

highlighted is also a way to help the student better
understand what is being asked.
For example, instead of…
Have some fun and do this word search about politics,
equality, and discrimination and use the clues below to
help you.
Try…
Find words related to politics, equality, and discrimination.
Use the clues to help you.
If you can use different lines for different instructions, the
better.
Quizlet
Students with ADHD often struggle with spelling and me-
morising vocabulary. When they play a video game, they
get instant gratification if they win and the possibility to try
again right away if they don’t. You can try and replicate
these by using technology to help them learn vocabulary.
On Quizlet, you can create flashcards, and then the website
will create a game like exercises around your vocabulary
input. There are even ready-made exercises on virtually
any topic made by teachers around the world which you
can use/adapt to your own purposes. There’s an app that
you can ask students to download, and you can use most
of its functionalities for free.
Scaffolding writing
Quite a few students find it hard to write a cohesive,
organised text and ADHD students might find it even
harder. My suggestion is to scaffold the writing activity by
teaching/demonstrating how to create an outline that
includes not only content, but also specific language to be
used, such as linking words, verb tenses, and topic-related
vocabulary. It’s also a good idea to show them a finished
task that can work as amodel, so students are better aware
of what and how much they are supposed to write. In the
model, you can even use colour coding to highlight the

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=daldev.android.gradehelper
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
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elements in the outline. With practice, they will understand
the internal structure of a text better and hopefully won’t
need as much guidance.
I’m aware that a lot more needs to be said about ADHD
in the classroom. This article is meant to raise awareness
while sharing a few concepts and ideas. If you would like
to know more, here are some suggestions:

• “SPDA - Sociedade Portuguesa de Défice de Atenção.”
Available: https://spda.pt/.

• Rodrigues and N. Lobo Antunes, Mais Forte do que eu!
Alfragide: lua de papel, 2014.

Also, I’d love to hear about what strategies, tips you use,
so feel free to get in touch with me and share.
Ah! One more thing, if you’re wondering what happened
to Philip, click here to read the rest of the poem .
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Group classes,
one-to-one tuition,
or self-study:
ANDY SAMPSON



In this article, Andy Sampson reports on a small-scale
study conducted at a private language school to measure
the comparative effectiveness of group classes, one-to-
one classes, and online self-study. His results highlight the
potential learning benefits of each delivery mode, and he
makes some practical suggestions for making eachmode
even more effective

Introduction
Most young adult EFL learners choose to learn in traditional face-to-
face group classes. Others opt for private classes, often assuming that
one-to-one tuition is more effective than group classes, with greater
learning gains being possible in shorter periods. This belief is so
widespread that many learners are prepared to pay much more for
one-to-one classes – companies, for example, often invest in expensive
one-to-one tuition for executives. Other learners decide, either for
financial reasons or because of their busy schedules, that neither group
classes nor one-to-one tuition are suitable options, and instead
choose to study alone, working through self-study materials online
or in a coursebook.
But which of these three delivery modes – face-to-face group classes,
one-to-one tuition, or independent study – is most effective for
language learning? Surprisingly little research has investigated the
differences in learning gains between the three approaches. This
article, then, reports on a study I conducted at a private language
school to shed light on whether one-to-one is the most effective
approach, or if similar learning gains can in fact be found in group
classes or independent learning.
The study
My study focussed specifically on comparing the Language-Related
Episodes (LREs) that occurred in the three delivery modes – group,
one-to-one, and self-study – when learners in each mode did the
same task (error correction of a text). LREs are defined as instances
where “students talk about the language they are producing, question

their language use, or other- or self-correct” (Swain 1998: 70), and
involve questioning the meaning of a word, its spelling, pronunciation,
or grammatical form, and / or correction of one's own or another
student’s language. I chose to focus on learners’ LREs as a point of
comparison between modes because they encompass a range of
behaviours associated with language learning, such as noticing the gap
between learners’ language and a target language feature, self-repairing,
formulating recasts, engaging in metalinguistic discussions, and testing
hypotheses. An observation of the number and nature of LREs in
learner interaction can therefore provide an indication of how much
learning is occurring.
In order to observe learners’ LREs in each delivery mode, I audio-
recorded the interaction between 15 pairs of young adult B2 learners
in group classes, and between 15 learners and their teachers in one-
to-one classes, as they completed the text correction task. I also
observed 15 independent learners completing the same task alone,
asking them to think out loud as they did so, and I audio-recorded their
speech. I then transcribed the audio recordings and identified the LREs
in learners’ language, classifying them in terms of resolution (did the
learners resolve the episode correctly?) and cognitive engagement (was
the language item dealt with in only a limited way, or was there some more
elaborate engagement with the item?) For example, in the following
extract from a one-to-one class, the learner identified in the text the
error there were + singular noun, and corrected it. However, she did
not elaborate on why there was is the correct form in this case. The
episode was therefore correctly resolved, but with only limited
cognitive engagement:

Learner There were something…. there was something, huh?
Teacher OK yeah
Learner Not there were… there was
Teacher Good

Group classes, one-to-one tuition, or self-study:
Which is most effective for language learning?

ANDY SAMPSON
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I also applied a post-test, in the form of a second text correction task
focussing on the same forms as the first task, to measure if learners
had learned the forms discussed in their LREs.
Results and conclusions
My analysis of the recordings of the group, one-to-one, and self-study
learners revealed that LREs occurred in all three modes. While the
self-study learners produced significantly fewer LREs on average (16
per learner) than learner-learner pairs in group classes (27 LREs) or
learner-teacher pairs in one-to-one tuition (24 LREs), the self-study
numbers were in fact similar to the numbers of LREs initiated by each
of the two learners in learner-learner pairs, suggesting that self-study
learners identified language problems to a similar extent as their group
counterparts; the difference is that in group and one-to-one classes,
the greater number of participants has an additive effect on the number
of LREs. This finding supports the idea of collaborative learning, in which
the presence of more participants leads to more language being discussed.
That learner-learner pairs in group classes and learner-teacher pairs
in one-to-one classes produced similar numbers of LREs suggests that
focus on form occurs more or less equally in both modes. However, the
episodes in one-to-one classes were more closely associated with learning,
as observed in the post-test. This may be because 99% of one-to-one LREs
were resolved correctly, compared with 71% of learner-learner episodes.
In one-to-one classes, resolutions often followed scaffolding provided
by the teacher in the form of elicitations and prompts, based on learners’
tentative responses and teachers’ perceptions of learners’ current
knowledge. In the following extract, for example, the learner was
guided towards resolutions via the provision of scaffolding in the form
of prompts and an L1 translation:

Learner First this “Hi”
Teacher Hm
Learner Is like a bit informal
Teacher OK, what do you think would be better?...
Learner I really don’t know how to make it better but,
Teacher Hm, if you write a letter or an email, usually, how

do you begin?... Is there an expression in English
like, a bit like estimado.

Learner Ah like, Dear
Teacher Yeah, exactly, so you could change that for Dear
Learner I wasn’t sure if it was too personal or not, I mean

Teacher Yeah, you can use Dear for, for er… yeah for a
formal email, a formal letter, that’s fine.

Learner OK…

Such teacher guidance towards learner resolution may have made
outcomes more memorable for subsequent post-test recall.
The extent to which LREs were characterised by limited engagement
or elaborate engagement did not differ significantly between modes,
suggesting that learners engage to a similar extent regardless of
whether they are working with another student, a teacher, or alone.
Implications
The results suggest that LREs and learning occur in all three modes,
which should be reassuring for any group or self-study learners
concerned that their chosen mode of learning may not be as effective
as one-to-one tuition. However, given the significantly fewer LRE
numbers in self-study learners, it seems advisable that individual learners
seek out an interlocutor from time to time – whether a teacher or
another learner – the presence of whom is positively associated with
LRE occurrence. Furthermore, the quality of LREs, in terms of correct
resolution and subsequent post-test recall, is higher in one-to-one
tuition, which may be a result of teachers’ scaffolding leading-learners
towards correct resolutions and engaging them in a way that makes
episodes more memorable. This suggests that teachers of groups could
encourage their learners, when they work in pairs or small groups, to
ask each other the kinds of questions that teachers ask when scaffolding
in one-to-one tuition, e.g. “What makes you say that? Could you tell
me more about that?” That way, group learning outcomes may come
even closer to those of one-to-one classes.
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Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL) is an approach to help students learn
and practise language content. It is based
on three principles. It has a 4Cs framework
of content, communication, cognition, and
culture. To activate it, teachers analyse, link,
and apply the language of, for, and through
learning.

______________________________

LIFE, TECHNOLOGY, EDUCATION, AND PEDAGOGY
change and so do language teaching and
learning. There have been new language
learning approaches that have been developed.
CLIL is a language teaching and learning
approach that has recently been used.
According to Marsh (2002), CLIL refers to
“situations where subjects, or parts of subjects,
are taught through a foreign language with
dual-focused aims, namely the learning of
content and the simultaneous learning of
a foreign language." CLIL is not a language
class, it is a subject class; students learn
about a subject matter and they learn a new
language as well.

Principles and Framework

CLIL is based on three principles; language
is learned in context, language is learned
naturally, and language is innately tied to
motivation. It has a framework of 4Cs:
content, communication, cognition, and
culture. Content refers to thematic learning
that helps students develop knowledge and
skills. Communication helps students use
the language. Cognition refers to how CLIL

challenges students' thinking. Culture helps
students to learn about themselves and others.
The 4Cs help to assure the quality of pro-
gression, interaction, engagement, self, and
others' awareness. To plan the 4Cs, teachers
define content, link it to communication,
explore and develop thinking skills in cultural
contexts. To define content, teachers define
teaching objectives and learning outcomes.
To link content and communication, teachers
define the language and tasks needed for the
content. To explore and develop thinking
skills in cultural contexts, teachers define
and develop questions and tasks that help
develop students' higher-order thinking skills
that are the most convenient to the content.

Lesson Planning

To develop CLIL lesson plans, teachers
analyse content for the language of learning,
add to content language for learning and
apply to content language through learning.
To analyse content for the language of learning,
teachers define a lesson or a short series of
lessons. Then, they go over the language
from the lesson such as key vocabulary and
grammar functions. To add to content language
for learning, teachers develop and add language
experiences to the lesson plans to help students
be actively engaged in CLIL. There are different
language experiences such as classroom talks,
discussions, learner strategies and commun-
icative tasks. To apply to content language
through learning, teachers help students use
the language content to develop their cognitive
and cultural skills.

Teach CLIL

Teaching

To teach CLIL, teachers use different tech-
niques and activities such as repetition,
gestures, visual aids and props, show and
tell, total physical response, and communicative
activities.

• Use repetition to help students practise
the language content such as keywords
or songs.

• Use gestures such as miming, representing,
or simulating to help students guess or
practise the language in a stimulating
learning environment.

• Use visual aids and props to show content
and help students practise the language.

• Use show and tell to help students practise
oral presentation and reflection skills.

• Use (TPR) Total Physical Response to help
students be engaged in different ways
as they use body parts and language to
practise language content.

• Use communicative activities like projects
to help students develop content and
use language.

Assessment

To assess CLIL formatively, teachers use
different techniques such as portfolios,
journals, checklists, rubrics, self and peer
assessment, performance-based
assessment.

SAMIR OMARA
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• Portfolios help students to collect and
learn from their learning processes and
products. They can be hard or electronic.
Modern technology helps students to start
and keep e-portfolios. It helps teachers
to monitor students' progress, give
constructive feedback and provide help
when needed.

• Journals help students reflect on their
learning and progress; they help to develop
students' self and peer assessment. They
can be written or virtual. Modern technology
helps to develop e-journals that can be
individual and collaborative.

• Checklists help teachers to observe
students’ learning and progress. Teachers
can share checklists with students from
the very beginning to help them understand
assessment criteria and learning outcomes.

• Rubrics help both teachers and students
develop their teaching and learning.
They help teachers develop students'
understanding of assessment criteria
and learning outcomes, too. They help
them develop students' self and peer
assessment as well. Rubrics can be
holistic or analytic. Holistic rubrics help
to assess students' overall achievement,
while analytic rubrics help to assess
certain criteria or areas of achievement.

• Self and peer assessment help students
reflect on their learning and progress.
They help to develop reflective, life-long,
and independent students. They help to
develop students' metacognition or
thinking about thinking. They help to
develop students' self-management,

communication, teamwork, collaboration,
and self-esteem.

• Performance-based assessment helps
to assess students' ability to practise
the knowledge and skills they have
developed while learning. There are
different performance-based assessment
techniques such as oral presentations,
interviews, blogs, mindmaps, and projects.
They help to offer challenges to students,
so they help develop higher-order thinking
skills. The performance-based assessment
tasks should be complex, authentic,
open-ended, and time-bound.

Teachers' Roles

Holmes (2005) thinks that CLIL “places both
language and the non-language content on
a continuum without implying preference or
dominance of one over the other”. To teach
CLIL effectively and productively, language
teachers include language learning strategies
in their teaching practice to help students
learn new vocabulary for CLIL subjects.
They encourage students to reflect on the
texts they learn. They train students to skim
and scan while reading and listening. They
train students for oral tasks and they help
with other CLIL teachers.
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““
BobGarvey, Paul Stokes andDavidMegginson’s book
Coaching andMentoring: Theory andPractice (2017)
gives an overview of mentoring from the time of
Homer to Fénelon in the 17th and 18th Century, up
to the present day. They express differences between
coaching and mentoring, but there is significant
overlap in practice and concepts.

What some call coaching, others call mentoring,
andwhat some call mentoring, others call coaching.
A definitive answer isnowhere to be found. However,
at the most basic level, whether we call it coaching
or mentoring, we are describing a relationshipwhere
one person helps another by way of intentional
dialogue and change and growth in mind.

The important thing to know is that we should
define the boundaries between concepts as we
create our programmes but hold on lightly to our
ideas about differences between the meanings of
words like mentoring, tutoring, and coaching.

What is Mentoring?
In her book, The Mentoring Manual, Julie Star,
(2014:23) describes mentoring this way:

"Mentoring is a distinct relationship where one
person (the mentor) supports the learning,
development and progress of another person
(the mentee). A mentor provides support by
offering information, advice and assistance in
a way that empowers the mentee.”

This definition is quite wide and probably a good
place to start. Take a minute to read it over a few
times and reflect on the breadth of its meaning
and possible practical implications. Think about
situations where you have supported someone
through intentional conversations designed for
the growth and empowerment of a person. You
may recognise howaspects ofmentoring are present
in many types of relationships, such as teaching,
friends, parents, family members.

As a teen, I had several adult friends who helped
me “survive” my teen year. I look back and realise
that I had mentors — however, there was nothing
formally inplace,not formalprogrammeof International
CoachingFederation (ICF). Theywerenaturalmentors.
Natural mentorships often occur spontaneously
through the normal day-to-day contact between
people. Think of Mr Miyagi in The Karaté Kid.

What I will explore here, however, is not these
“natural mentoring relationships”, but rather the
more “formal”mentorship relationships which come
about through specifically designed programmes
in our educational contexts.

MENTORING IN EDUCATION
NEIL MASON

The delicate balance of mentoring someone is not
creating them in your own image, but giving them
the opportunity to create themselves.

Steven Spielberg

https://www.amazon.es/-/pt/dp/1292017899
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What is Coaching?
Coaching as a practice and profession is often
defined by the organisations which bring credibility
and qualifications to itsmembers— particularly the
International Coaching Federation (ICF) and the
EuropeanMentoring andCoaching Council (EMCC).
The ICF deals with coaching and defines it as a
process where the coach does not give advice or
offer solutions to the client, but rather, through
dialogue, helps the client towardsgrowthbydiscovery
throughpowerful questioning, rather thanexperience
sharing. For the ICF, mentoring is a significantly
different practice than coaching.

However, there is nothing to say that a mentor
cannot use the same strategies as a coach! The
EMCC certifies both coaches andmentors, allowing
them to develop amore fluid idea of their practice.

Both the ICFandEMCChave strict codesof Ethics, and
are part of the Global Coaching and Mentoring
Alliance (GCME) for ethical coaching andmentoring.

Both have strict credentialing processes for coaches,
mentors and training organisations.

Mentoring in Education
There are numerous successful mentoring projects
run in educational and professional contexts. From
onboarding of new staff to “buddy programmes”
wheresomeone is supportedbyapeer, toprogrammes
wherementors are hired and brought from outside
the organisation.

• Peer-to-peer onboarding
Where anewmember of staff is pairedwith someone
whowill help them adapt effectively. This also works
at universities, for new students. There are hundreds
of cases of first year student support programmes

through mentoring. There is a network of such
programmes in Portugal — Rede Portuguesa de
Mentoria.
• Peer-to-peer work support
Where a more experienced person helps train
someone who is learning a new role.

• Mentor · learning support
Where someone in a training programme is given
someone to support their learning — this can be
a peer, graduate of the same course, or a course
trainer giving personal learning support.

Some courses call their training staff “mentors” as
this can emphasise their support role over just a
purely “knowledge expert” role on a course.

• External mentoring programmes
Programmes which bring mentors from outside
organisations to support students (or staff). Some
of these are voluntary, others may be paid. It is easy
to find hundreds of such programmes by searching
for “mentoring programmes” on the internet.

In Portugal, for example, there is a project funded
by the Gulbenkian Foundation, in collaboration
with Teach for Portugal — GAP—where mentors
are recruited and trained to support students in
schools. These mentors are paid to work inside
schools in support of students in 3 academic areas
— Portuguese, Maths, and English.

• Internal peer-to-peer student mentoring
programmes

Any school candevelop and runmentoring initiatives
where students volunteer to support colleagues.
This support can be academic (through tutoring),
big-brother/sister programmeswhere older ormore

http://www.mentoriatutoria.pt
http://www.mentoriatutoria.pt
https://gulbenkian.pt/project/gap/
https://gulbenkian.pt/project/gap/
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experienced student-mentorsbuddyupwith students
who may be new at the school, or for other needs
according to each specific school context.

The traditional “studentwith good gradesmentoring
students with lower grades” can be very reductive.
Sometimes studentswithgoodgradesneedamentor!
Sometimes students who struggle academically
are great mentors in other areas! My advice for
mentoring in schools is that they be more holistic,
not solely focussing on grades!

There is a push from ministries and educational
departments towards creating mentoring pro-
grammes which focusmainly on improving grades
and recovering learning from the past year — I
have doubts about the focus just on grades and
content learning. I believe mentoring projects can
be so much more.

Peer-to-peer mentoring promotes belonging,
interpersonal skills, empathy, critical thinking,
problem solving, teamwork, autonomy and so on.
These are skills which are essential at higher levels
of education, as well as being what employers are
looking for.

• Professional development for teachers
(peer-to-peer)

For example, experienced teachers can often
mentor less experienced teachers.

Colleagues can sometimes mentor each other
through observing each others’ classes and giving
each other feedback for improvement — this can
work well with a small group of trusted colleagues
who are open to such collaboration, and is not seen
as a control mechanism.

• Instructional Coaching
The idea of instructional coaching, such as that
proposed by Jim Knight, are programmes which
bring an outside coach/mentor into the school for
formal ongoing professional development.

In discussionwith a significant number ofmy trainees
— in my “Mentoring in Education” course — they
find this model interesting but have reservations
if it were used as a control mechanism. We talked
about its use more informally where colleague
teachers would learn how to observe and advise
each other through the techniques proposed by
Jim Knight; but choosing instructional coaches
(colleagues) they know and trust.

The uncomfortable question of “Do I have 20 years
of experience, or do I have just 2 years of experience
that I have repeated every year” hauntsmeconstantly
and motivates me to reflect on my practice and
prefer evidence-based over my own personal ideas
and theories. No matter our age or experience
reflective practice.

See what Professor António Nóvoa has to say
about teacher – teacher development. You will
notice that this is nothing new! What might be
the role of mentoring in teacher formation?

Colleagues are a wonderful thing
— but mentors, that’s where the

real work gets done.
Junot Diaz““

https://Mentoring in Education
https://youtu.be/KqopJQO3K0E
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Create our own mentoring programme
• It may seem a daunting task — but most teachers are
capable of creating a team for amentoring programme.
Don’t forget to recruit the school psychologist!

• Decide who your programme will be for. What need
will it meet? Will it be for students by students? Or for
teachers by teachers?

• If it’s for students, decide whether it will be purely
academic or have a socio-emotional emphasis of
developing citizenship, and other skills from the Perfil
dos Alunos à Saída da Escolaridade Obrigatória.

• How will you choose mentors?
I would challenge the idea that only academically
good students should be mentors! They often need
mentors, too!

• W!hy not involve students at the planning stage?
Get their opinions. Find out their ideas!

• Who will the mentees be?
I would advise making it as open as possible — not
focussed on the idea of “saving the victims of society”.
Or creating a programme around solving a problem.
Rather than pick mentees, why not offer anyone the
possibility of having a mentor?

• Start small!

• Learn from taking small steps.

• Find resources and look at other programmes.

• Don’t copy&paste other people’s ideas, but that doesn’t
mean not looking at what people are already doing!



www.coachingfederation.org
www.emccglobal.org
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Finally
There is much more that could be discussed — I feel we’ve
just scratched the surface.We could talk about howmentoring
contributes to agency — both for students and teachers.
We could get into the details of suggestions on how to set
up a programme. We could talk about mentoring vs
tutoring, where are the boundaries between approaches.
Maybe I’ll explore more in the next e-journal; or you could
always join one of the Mentoring in Education courses with
APPIforma.
If you’re involved in setting up a programme in your own
school — know what you want, don’t get bogged down
in “ideas” that others put upon you and your team. Trust
yourselves! Go for it!

neil.mason.newmind@gmail.com
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English for 21st Century Skills is divided
into Preface; Foreword; The end of
knowing: A preamble; Introduction
which enhances the value of the global
skills in what concerns teaching English
as well as providing students with the
required tools for them to be part of the
workforce, being able to solve problems
and evolve at a high pace according to
the rapidly changing world; Part 1 —
Fundamental 21st century skills —
englobes 12 chapters and Part 2 —
Advanced 21st century skills:
Transformative practices and realities
— is constituted by 10 chapters. Each one
of themwaswritten by a different author.
Afterword and About the Contributors
close the book.

Part 1— Fundamental 21st century
skills — Having in mind the purpose of
education, the curriculum changes, the
21st competencies, it is possible to
conclude that "the content areas of the

ON THE BOOKSHELF JUTIDE FIÚZA
disciplinary domain are complemented
by the processing skills of the competency
skills."

Promoting critical thinking in the EFL
classroom is followed by several examples
to instill criticality both in teachers and
learners.

Fostering collaboration through
technology presents a wide range of
activities and challenges that lead to
critical thinking and autonomy.

Into the technology woods: Technology-
enhanced project-based learning with
teenagers shows how valuable these
projects become as all the 21st century
skills are applied.

Creativity is intelligence having fun
highlights its importance in stimulating it
"(…) not as being, but as doing" by showing
sample activities to teachers and students.

Reading twenty-first century texts in the
communicative classroom adds up to a
way of improving creativity according to
varied tasks "designed to engage and
motivate (…) cognitively and creatively (…)".

"Well-chosen songs (…) can be used to
educate with regards to citizenship and
aspects of cultural literacy.", thus offering
"insights into how to design more up-to-
date and creative materials for use in the
language classroom."



Preparing students for the 21st century
workplace requires intercultural
competence based on intercultural
awareness, sensitivity, and adroitness.

Technology is required all over; however,
it remains crucial to give it a deep thought
to distinguish when it should and should
not be accessed, having in mind the
pedagogical benefits it brings to learners.

Part 2— Advanced 21st century skills:
Transformative practices and realities
—The fifth skill of viewing in English
Language Teaching features the five
core concepts and five key questions,
the 3Cs and 3Ss, the visual thinking
strategies and their six stages in order
to help learners develop their knowledge,
"acquire information (…) become more
active, effective and critical viewers."

In a world of digital literacies, the new
digital divide can be avoided by providing
students with the right "skills, com-
petences, and values to navigate this
fast-paced multimodal world."

Using the adequate digital tools, one
can curate content and language which
lead to creativity concerning "the creation
of new text[s], the production of new
language and ideas. (…)"

Digital games, students' leadership skills,
more time for academic managers to
"stay abreast of methodology and
approaches", "Wellbeing in education",
inclusion and sustainability will promote
better education.

Afterword – Authenticity, technology,
and culture are essential for education
in the 21st century.

About contributors tells us about their
expertise and interests.

All in all, this book provides teachers with
sundry, concrete, good ideas to make
teachers and therefore students deepen
their thoughts, getting to distinguishwhat
information is reliable and unreliable,
developing creativity, critical thinking,
collaborative work, autonomy, tomention
just a few of the 21st century skills.
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